A (smooth) embedding of a closed curve on the plane with finitely many intersections is said to be generic if each point of self-intersection is crossed exactly twice and at non-tangent angles. A finite word ω where each character occurs twice is a Gauss code if it can be obtained as the sequence of traversed self-intersections of a generic plane embedding of a close curved γ. Then γ is said to realize ω.
Introduction
A closed curve embedded on the plane with finitely many self-intersections (all of which are traversed exactly twice at non-tangent angles), give rise to a word where every character appears exactly twice using the following procedure. Label each intersecting point with a different character of an alphabet, and record the characters traversed when moving along the curve with a certain direction from a certain starting point. See Figure 1 as an example.
Gauss [7, pg. 282-286] asked to characterize which finite double occurrence words on an alphabet arise in this way. If a word can be realized as the self-intersections of a closed curve on the plane, then it is said to be a Gauss code, or a realizable word.
Gauss gave a necessary condition for a word to be a realizable: between any two copies of the same character, there should be an even number of characters, counted with multiplicity. However, the condition is not sufficient. For instance, the double occurrence word 1234534125 satisfy Gauss' condition, yet no plane embedding of a closed curve induces it. In [14] , Nagy gave additional necessary conditions for a word to be realizable. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the characterizations of Gauss codes, can be deduced from the work of Dehn [4] (see [17] ).
Several other characterizations, simplifications, reformulations and proofs have been found. For instance, in [13] , Lovász and Marx present a characterization in terms of forbidden structures. In [18] , Ronsestiehl and Read give a characterization in terms of properties of the interlacing graph (the vertices being the characters and two vertices are connected if the word contains a copy of one character between the two copies of the other), and the proof is algebraic. In [3] , De Fraysseix and Ossona de Mendez give a reformulation of the characterization by Rosenstiehl et al. [18, 15] using an operation on words. See [21, 8, 17, 16] for other characterizations and relevant works on the problem.
Many characterizations, such as the one described in [8] and the one that can be deduced from [4] (see [17] ), give a recognition algorithm that runs in time O(n 2 ), where n is the number of characters of the word. In [19] a linear time recognition algorithm, O(n), is given. Both algorithms can be adapted to explicitly give a valid embedding of a curve with an added O(n) time.
Main results
We present another characterization of Gauss codes, Theorem 1.1, by giving an algorithm that, given a Gauss code ω, finds in O(n) time a combinatorial embedding of a closed curve whose traversed self-intersections give ω. The algorithm works for double occurrence paragraphs with no modifications. A double occurrence paragraph is a set of words that, if concatenated, form a double occurrence word. A paragraph with k words is said to be a Gauss paragraph if there is an embedding of k closed curves such that traversing the intersections of the i-th curve gives the i-th word.
The characterization is based on the properties of the Seifert cycles of a closed curve embedded on the plane. The Seifert cycles of a knot were introduced by Seifert [20, 1] in order to construct a surface whose boundary is a given knot. As an embedded closed curved can be interpreted as the plane shadow of a knot (resp. a link), the Seifert cycles can be defined for a plane embedding of a closed curve (resp. curves). Moreover, the definition of a Seifert cycle can be further extended to double occurrence words (resp. paragraphs) (see Definition 2.10).
The characterization algorithm can be summarized as follows. From the word (resp. paragraph) ω we construct Sf(ω) the Seifert map of ω. The Seifert map is multigraph, possibly containing loops, 2-cell embedded on an orientable surface (see Definition 2.12). If ω is a Gauss code (resp. paragraph), then a suitable orientation σ of the edges of Sf(ω) allows to find a medial-like oriented 4-regular plane map Mv(Sf(ω), σ) (see Definition 2.14) which gives the combinatorial plane embedding of ω. The embedded closed curves are given by the closed walks in Mv(Sf(ω), σ) where the next edge of the walk is the "straight ahead" edge. The algorithm Alg(·), described in Section 3.1, gives the sought after orientation σ. The maps Sf(·) and Mv(·) defined in Section 2.3 are invertible of each other. Moreover, Proposition 3.10 characterize all the plane embeddings of a Gauss paragraph. In particular, the algorithm can be modified to identify and give all possible plane embeddings of the paragraph (see Proposition 3.10). In such case, the running time is proportional to the number of characters times the number of possible plane embeddings of the paragraph.
In [12] Lins, Richtfr and Shank, considered 2-cell embedding of a closed curve in different compact surfaces (not necessarily orientable) where the graph of the faces is 2-colorable (the vertices are the faces, and two faces are connected if they are separated by an edge, which is the part of the curve connecting two consecutive intersection points). In this work the closed curves 2-cell embedded in orientable surfaces are not necessarily two-colorable.
Organization
Section 2 is devoted to introduce the notions and operations on maps that are used in the subsequent sections. In Section 3 we describe the algorithm Alg(·) that gives an orientation to the edges of the map, and its properties are discussed in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 is devoted to show the main result, Theorem 3.9, from which Theorem 1.1 can be deduced. 
On words
Definition 2.1 (Double occurrence word, paragraphs). A word is a sequence of characters of an alphabet. A cyclic word is a class of words in the quotient space given by the "being cyclically equivalent" relation:
ω ∼ u ⇐⇒ |ω| = |u| and ∃i such that ∀j ω j+i mod |ω| = u j mod |ω| .
A double occurrence word is a finite cyclic word in which every character appearing in the word appears exactly twice. A double occurrence paragraph is a set of finite words whose concatenation forms a double occurrence word.
Definition 2.2 (Gauss code)
. A double occurrence word ω is said to be a Gauss code, or a realizable word if there exists an embedding ǫ of a closed curve in the sphere, with finitely many proper self-intersections (no tangent points, each crossing point is crossed exactly twice) with the following property. There is an assignment of the characters of ω to the crossing points of ǫ such that, traversing ǫ in a certain direction, traverses the characters in the cyclic order as in ω.
Similarly, a double occurrence paragraph ω ′ with k words is said to be a Gauss paragraph, or a realizable paragraph if there is an embedding of k closed curves on the sphere, each intersection point being crossed exactly twice non-tangently, and where the traversed intersection points in the i-th curve gives the i-th word.
On maps
A map is a graph 2-cell-embedded on a surface (2-dimensional compact manifold), where the vertices are points of the surface and the edges are curves between vertices possibly intersecting other edges only at its endpoints. All the surfaces considered in this work are orientable, and all the maps induce orientable surfaces. Thanks to Edmonds' theorem [6] , a combinatorial description of a (oriented) map may be defined as follows. Definition 2.3 (Map, see [11] ). A map M is a triple (D; τ, α), where:
D is the set of darts of even size. α : D → D is an involution (α 2 is the identity) with no fix points.
The edge set of a map M , E(M ), is conformed by the pairs of darts {d, α(d)}. The vertex set of M , V (M ), is conformed by the cycles of the permutation τ . The graph formed by the edge set and the vertex set of M is known as the underlying graph of M . The face set of M is conformed by cycles of the permutation τ α on the darts. The genus of (an oriented map)
is the number of connected components of the underlying graph of M . If a positive orientation is given to the surface, then the darts are drawn around the vertex (a point on the surface) in counterclockwise order (positive with respect to the orientation) following τ .
An orientation of the map defines an orientation of the underlying graph where the edge {d, α(d)} is oriented from the dart in {d, α(d)} having image −1 (tail of the edge) to the dart in {d, α(d)} whose image is +1 (tip of the edge).
Definition 2.5 (2/2-map). An oriented map (M, σ) = ((D; τ, α), σ) is said to be a 2/2-map if the orientation σ is such each vertex has two darts oriented +1, two darts oriented −1, and all the +1 darts are consecutive in the permutation cycles of τ . Observation 2.6. A 2/2-map M induces an embedding of closed curves in a surface of genus g(M ) as follows. Each curve is given by the closed circuit obtained as a sequence of directed edges (e 1 , . . . , e k , e 1 ), where e i+1 is the "straight ahead" edge leaving the vertex at the tip of e i (see Figure 2 , where each vertex is character corresponds to a vertex, and the cyclic orientation of the map is given by the edges in counterclockwise cyclic order, the straight ahead orientation gives ω). That is to say, the tail of e i+1 and the tip of e i belong to the same permutation cycle, yet they are not consecutive one another. The vertices are the intersection points of the curves. If each vertex is given a different character, then a 2/2-map induces a double occurrence paragraph using as words the sequence of vertices induced by the closed walks. Definition 2.7 (2/2-premap). A (P, σ) = ((D; τ , α), σ) is said to be a 2/2-premap with orientation σ if τ is a set of permutations on D such that, for each τ in τ , ((D; τ, α), σ) is a 2/2-map. Moreover, if τ ∈ τ with permutation cycles c 1 , . . . , c l , then
Observation 2.8. Let (P, σ) = ((D; τ , α), σ) be an 2/2-premap. 2. In a 2/2-map, every dart d have the property that σ(τ (d))σ(τ −1 (d)) = −1. Thus any dart d has a unique neighbour with the same orientation and a unique neighbor with the opposite orientation. These unique darts are the same for any 2/2-map representative of (P, σ). Hence, we may define the map ρ for 2/2-premaps as follows. Given any permutation τ ∈ τ of the premap and a dart d, Figure 2 , ρ of the dart at 2 from the edge (2, 3) is the dart at 3 from the edge (3, 4) since we are in the fourth case.
3. For any 2/2-map τ ∈ τ , and any dart d, the dart in ν(d) with opposite sign to d and not consecutive to d (in the permutation cycle of ν(d), the following "straight ahead" edge) is the same (does not depend on τ , but on τ ). Therefore the double occurrence paragraph defined using Observation 2.6 is independent of τ , and depends only on τ .
Moreover, a 2/2-premap codifies each of the possible embeddings (where each point of intersection of the curves is non-tangent and traversed exactly twice) of the paragraph (defined by τ ).
Observation 2.9 (2/2-premap from a paragraph). The double occurrence paragraph ω induces a 2/2-premap ((D; τ , α), σ) as follows. The set of darts D is {ω (i,+) , ω (i,−) } i∈ [1,|ω|] , two for each copy of each character in ω.
If ω i and ω j , are the two copies of the same character in ω, then for each τ ∈ τ either (
, where ω (p(i),·) and ω (n(i),−) denote, respectively, the previous and next characters of ω i in its word.
In Figure 2 (and Figure 1 ) we see one of the maps in the 2/2-premap corresponding to the word ω = 12342143 in which, for instance {ω (5,+) , ω (5,−) } corresponds to two darts associated to the second copy of the character 2, and, together with the two darts {ω (2,+) , ω (2,−) }, they generate the permutation cycle (
) which corresponds to the vertex labeled 2 in the figure. 
• The Seifert cycles of
, where two sequences are the same if they are cyclically equivalent.
Seifert cycles are similarly defined for 2/2-premaps (P, σ) as ρ is well defined for 2/2-premaps.
Observation 2.11. If the 2/2-map is plane, then the Seifert cycles correspond to the Seifert cycles of the shadow of the knot (or link) it induces.
Operations on oriented maps
Definition 2.12 (Seifert (un)oriented map from a 2/2-(pre)map)).
The vertices of M ′ are the Seifert cycles of (P, σ), so V (M ′ ) = S(P, σ).
The darts of M ′ are the positively oriented darts of P .
The Seifert cycles and the Seifert map of a paragraph are the Seifert cycles and the Seifert map of its associated 2/2-premap. Additionally, every map is the Seifert map of a double occurrence paragraph (see Proposition 2.17 and Observation 2.8 point 3). See Figure 2 and Figure 2 for the example related to Figure 1 . Observation 2.13. In the Seifert map, each vertex is associated with a Seifert cycle c = (e 1 , . . . , e k ) and has, as attached edges, the edges e 1 , . . . , e k (the positive darts) corresponding to the cycle, and whose cyclic orientation is that of c. Two Seifert cycles (vertices) are connected by an edge in the Seifert map if they meet at a vertex of the 2/2-premap. See Figure 2 and 
The vertex set of P is the edge set of M : The orientation σ ′ is given by
If the map M is oriented by σ, then the map 
Remark 2.16. The medial graph construction of the map M involves creating a 4-regular map where the edges of M become the vertices, where e 1 is adjacent to e 2 if e 1 is the previous (or next) edge to e 2 along a face rotation (e.g. [2] ), and the cycle rotation is determined by the rotation of the neighbouring edges along the (positive) orientation of the surface. In particular, the contiguity of two darts in the vertex rotations are determined by the cyclic rotations of the faces of M . In contrast, the contiguity in Definition 2.14 is determined by the vertex rotations of M . For instance, the medial map of a loop is a vertex with two loops on the plane. However, the vertex-medial map of a loop is a vertex with two loops embedded in the torus. See Figure 4 for an example. 
If M is a map, then Sf(Mv(M
)) = M . If (M, σ) is an oriented map, then Sf(Mv(M, σ)) = (M, σ). . . . . . . d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 (d4+, d2+, d2−, d4−) (d2+, d4+, d4−, d2−) {d2−, d1+} {d4+, d6−} {d2+, d3−} {d4−, d5+} {d2−, d1+} {d4+, d6−} {d2+, d3−} {d4−, d5+} σ(d 2 ) = +1, σ(d 4 ) = −1 σ(d 2 ) = −1, σ(d 4 ) = +1 Figure 4: Vertex-medial premap 2. If (P, σ) is a 2/2-premap, then Mv(Sf(P, σ)) = (P, σ). If (M, σ) is a 2/2-map, then Mv(Sf(M, σ)) = (M, σ).
There is a bijection between the orientations of the map M and the maps in the 2/2-premap Mv(M ).
Proof of Proposition 2.17. Let us show part 1.
which shows that τ = τ ′′ .
To show the second part of 1, let σ be an orientation of the map
be the permutation cycle of any τ ∈ τ associated to ν(d), and where d ′ denotes the other positive dart in the mentioned permutation cycle. Then
where τ denotes any element in τ (recall that ρ is well defined on τ ).
Since
. 
in terms of behavior, as it has been previously seen.
Part 3 follows from the previous arguments by observing that an orientation on the edges in a map selects one of the two possible cyclic orientation of the darts around the vertex in its vertex-medial map, and vice-versa.
Characterizing Gauss codes among double occurrence words
In this section we give an algorithmic characterization of Gauss paragraphs.
Orientation and labeling algorithm
The algorithm described in this section, denoted by as Alg(·), has, as input, an unoriented map, and as output an oriented version of it. If the input of the algorithm is the Seifert map of a Gauss paragraph, then the vertex-medial map of the output gives a plane embedding of the paragraph. The algorithm also checks two necessary conditions for the input to be the Seifert map of a Gauss paragraph (these conditions are not sufficient as Observation 3.7 shows). The properties claimed for the algorithm are given in the statements Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.9.
Before proceeding further, let us briefly comment some aspects of the algorithm. It divides the vertices into two categories, those with label 1 and those with label 0. If the map is the Seifert map of a doubly occurrence paragraph, the vertices represent Seifert cycles on the plane. With this interpretation, 1 marks the cycle as counterclockwise (positive) oriented, while 0 marks it as clockwise (negative) orientated. The orientation of an edge of the map aims to asses the relative containment relations in the plane between the two Seifert cycles meeting at an intersection point (see Proposition 3.8).
Orientation algorithm Alg(M ).
1. Let M be a map.
If M is not connected, apply the algorithm to each connected component separately.
Give an absolute order to the vertices of M and to the darts of M .
If M is not bipartite, then M is not the Seifert map of a Gauss paragraph. The root of a 2-connected block B is the vertex in B that disconnects the rest of the 2-connected component from v 0 , the root of the map M .
Each connected union of 2-connected blocks is rooted, and its root is the root of the 2-connected block closest to v 0 .
For every cut vertex v or a vertex containing loops, (so k ≥ 1 or r ≥ 1) or v 0 , we decide whether B ∈ {B 0 , B 1 , . . . , B k , L 1 , . . . , L r } is to the inside of v or to the outside of v as follows. • If B is to the inside of v, then label the vertices at distance i from v by l(v) + i + 1 mod 2 (so the neighbors of v get the same label as v).
• If B is to the outside of v, label the vertices at distance i from v by l(v)+i mod 2.
• The parent of the vertex u in B is the minimal neighbor (in the total order given to the vertices) of u strictly closer to v 0 than u. If the parent and the child have the same label, then the orientation of the edge is given by the child's label: from the child labeled 0 to the parent labeled 0 and from the parent labeled 1 to the child labeled 1.
Orient the loops from the smaller dart to the larger dart, according to the total order on the darts.
7. Return the map with the orientation on the edges. 
Properties of the algorithm

For each cut vertex v of M , S v (as defined in Step 4) is a planar graph.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Part 1. The algorithm performs a test of bipartiteness on M and planarity for each S v . However, the algorithm does not stop when the test fail and it always gives an orientation of the edges. The orientation is given after the algorithm internally determines a root, a labeling on the vertices and a parent for each vertex besides the root. 
Let G 2 be the graph derived from G 1 by adding an edge e i between u i and u i+1 , for each i ∈ [1, t], indices modulo t. In Mv(M, σ), the edge {d i , α(d i )}{d i+1 , α(d i+1 )}, and the edge {d i+1 , α(d i+1 )}{d i+2 , α(d i+2 )} are contiguous in the cyclic orientation around the vertex {d i+1 , α(d i+1 )} (see Observation 2.15). Hence, these edges are consecutive in a face of Mv(M, σ). This implies that each edge e i can be added to the map Mv(M, σ) ′ to create a map Mv(M, σ) ′′ which embeds G 2 in the same surface as Mv(M, σ). In particular, the genus of G 2 is less or equal than the genus of Mv(M, σ).
Let G 3 be obtained by deleting, for each i ∈ [1, t], the edge from u i to {d i+1 , α(d i+1 )} in G 2 . Let G 4 be obtained from G 3 by contracting all the edges not attached to the vertices {u i } i∈ [1,t] . Then S v = G 4 , and S v can be embedded in the surface of Mv(M, σ) or one with lower genus (as G 4 is a minor of G 2 ). Thus both parts of the claim follow.
By Proposition 2.17, the plane embedding Ω of ω induces an orientation σ to the edges of Sf(ω) for which Mv (Sf(ω), σ) 
, is a set of consecutive vertices from d 1 , . . . , d t , then, in any plane embedding of S v , we can switch (all at once) the inside/outside status of
. . , L j l ′ } and obtain another plane embedding of S v , independently on the inside/outside status of the other vertices. N ({B 1 , . . . , B l }) . Then {d 1 , . . . , d p } can be broken into consecutive intervals I 1 , . . . , I 2q+1 such that, for i ∈ [0, q],
The claim is shown by an induction on q. The base case q = 0, follows directly from Observation 3.5 with
be the set of pairs of indices (i, j) for which there exists a vertex in B 1 , . . . , B l having neighbors both in I 2i+1 and in I 2j+1 . If there exists an index i with no pair of the type (i, j) ∈ P, then there exists a subset B ⊂ {B 1 , . . . , B l } only connected to I 2i+1 , so N (B) = I 2i+1 . We can remove B from {B 1 , . . . , B l }, assume the result by induction on q − 1, and then add another inside/outside switch concerning exactly B. In particular, we may assume that P is non-empty.
Let (i 0 , j 0 ) ∈ P, i 0 < j 0 , be a pair with minimal separation (minimal |i 0 − j 0 |). The induction follows after showing that there exists a set B ⊂ {B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k } such that N (B) = I 2(i 0 )+2 . Indeed, by Observation 3.5 shifting {B 1 , . . . , B l } ∪ B in S 1 creates another plane embedding S 3 of S v with the property that N ({B 1 , . . . , B l } ∪ B) has at least two less intervals. The sequence of changes exists then by induction from S 1 to S 3 . By switching again the whole set B in S 3 we obtain S 2 and the result follows.
Assume j 0 −i 0 = 1. The first part of Observation 3.4, and the fact that N ({B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k })∩ (I 2(i 0 )+1 ∪ I 2(j 0 )+1 ) = ∅, shows the existence of the set B ⊂ {B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k } with N (B) = I 2(i 0 )+2 .
Assume now |i 0 − j 0 | > 1. The minimality of (i 0 , j 0 ) shows the existence of a B ′′ ∈ {B 1 , . . . ,
with indices in d · modulo t. In either of the cases, we use Observation 3.4, and the fact that N ({B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k }) ∩ (I 2(i 0 )+1 ∪ I 2(j 0 )+1 ) = ∅, to find the sought after set B ⊂ {B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k } with N (B) = I 2(i 0 )+2 . This finishes the induction step and the proof of Claim 3.6.
By Claim 3.6, we may assume that S 1 differs from S 2 by an inside/outside status switch of the vertices {B 1 , . . . , B l } which are attached to the consecutive set of darts {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d j }.
Let C 1 , resp. C 2 , be the map induced by the vertices in Mv(M 1 ), resp. Mv(M 2 ), coming from edges in the connected components {B 1 , . . . , B l }. Let C 0 be the map induced in Mv(M 1 ) and Mv(M 2 ) by the edges in the components B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k . Since B 0 , B 1 , . . . , B k induce a partition on the edges in the map M , C 0 along with C 1 , resp. C 2 , induce a partition on the vertices of Mv(M 1 ), resp. Mv(M 2 ).
Recall that the edges in Mv(M i ) correspond to pairs of darts consecutive in the vertex permutation τ of M i (notice that the next dart of d may be d itself). Hence,
• if two darts are consecutive in a vertex rotation other than the corresponding to v, its corresponding edge belongs entirely to C 0 or to C 1 (or to C 2 ).
• For i ∈ [1, j −1], both consecutive edges in M , {d i , α(d i )} and {d i+1 , α(d i+1 )} belong to {B 1 , . . . , B l }, hence the corresponding edge lie between two vertices of C 1 in Mv(M 1 ), resp. C 2 in Mv(M 2 ).
• For i ∈ [j, t − 1], both consecutive edges in M , {d i , α(d i )} and {d i+1 , α(d i+1 )} belong to {B 0 , B l+1 , . . . , B k }, hence the corresponding edge lie between two vertices of C 1 in Mv(M 1 ), resp. C 2 in Mv(M 2 ).
• The edges corresponding to the consecutive pairs of darts (d j , d j+1 ) and (d t , d 1 ) are exactly the edges between C 0 and C 1 , resp. C 2 . In particular, they connect the vertex {d j , α(d j )} ∈ C 1 , resp. C 2 , to the vertex {d j+1 , α(d j+1 )} ∈ C 0 , and the vertex
The darts
. Remove all the vertices in C 1 with the exception of those coming from the edges {{d 1 , α(d 1 )}, . . . , {d j , α(d j )}} in M . After the removal, the vertices {{d 1 , α(d 1 )}, . . . , {d j , α(d j )}} have degree exactly two. In particular, they form a chord in a face F . Therefore, C 1 and C 0 are plane induced submaps and C 1 sits inside the bounded face related to F in C 0 . Then, the exterior face of C 1 contains the vertices {d j , α(d j )} and {d 1 , α(d 1 )}, as these are the vertices in C 1 that have edges connected to C 0 , and the face in C 0 where C 1 lies contains the vertices {d j+1 , α(d j+1 )} and {d t , α(d t )}.
Observe that the orientation given by the algorithm Alg(·) of the edges from {B 1 , . . . , B l } in M 1 is exactly the reverse orientation than in M 2 . Therefore, the cyclic permutations of the edges around the vertices in C 1 are exactly the inverses of those in C 2 . In particular, C 2 is also a plane submap (consider the end of the edges from C 1 , or C 2 , to C 0 as leaf vertices), with the same exterior face as C 1 (the part of C 0 have remained invariant from Mv(M 1 ) to Mv(M 1 )). In particular, any face of C 1 remains a face in C 2 : the internal faces remain internal, and the external face remains external. Thus, the partition of the external face into two parts (between the vertex d 1 and d j and between d j and d 1 ) remains, but the directions are reversed. That is to say, if in Mv(M 1 ) the two faces that involved vertices from C 0 and C 1 were
The other faces in C 0 remain untouched when seen in Mv(M 2 ). Since the number of vertices, faces, and edges remains unaltered from Mv(M 1 ) to Mv(M 2 ), then Mv(M 2 ) is plane as well (use Euler's formula to determine the genus). This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Part 2b. Let G be the 4-regular graph underlying the paragraph ω. Since the number of edges of G is linear with respect to the number of characters of ω, a graph structure for G in which visiting a neighbor of a vertex in G takes constant time can be obtained in linear time in the number of characters of the ω. The connected components of G can be obtained then in linear time in the number of vertices using a deep-first search. Then the Seifert map of ω can be obtained in linear time using the graph G. Giving a total order on the edges and darts of M = Sf(ω) costs linear time. Checking bipartitness can also be done in linear time as the number of edges is linear. Computing the block tree decomposition of M , along with its cut vertices, can be computed in linear time in the number of vertices [9] .
By Part 4, for every cut vertex v, S v is planar. Finding a planar embedding of a graph can be computed in linear time in the size of its vertex set [10] . The number of vertices of S v is proportional to the number of darts attached to v, and each dart is treated at most once (if the dart is attached to a cut vertex v). Therefore, the total number of vertices treated for all the planarity tests is proportional to the number of darts, which is linear in the number of vertices (as otherwise S v is not planar for some v). Furthermore, if each S v is planar, the algorithm does not compute a minimal crossing number, which might be costly.
Assigning a parent and orienting the edges of M can be done in linear time in the number of edges, which is the same as the number of characters of ω if M = Sf(ω). Checking that a map is planar can be done in linear time in the number of edges (hence linear time in the number of vertices). Thus, the whole algorithm performs in linear time when ω is a Gauss paragraph.
Part 3 follows form Proposition 3.8. The clockwise/counterclockwise orientation of the Seifert cycles in the plane depends on the orientation on the neighboring cycles and on its relative containment (see the chart in Proposition 3. Observation 3.7. The double occurrence word ω = 1234534125 is such that S v is planar for every v, Sf(ω) is bipartite, and it satisfies that between the two copies of the same characters, there is an even number of characters. However, one can check that ω = 1234534125 is not a Gauss code.
Characterizing Gauss codes
Before proceeding to the main result, let us show a helpful proposition. • No pair of Seifert cycles traverse each other.
• Proof of Proposition 3.8. The first and second parts follows by observing that each Seifert cycle is obtained by taking, after arriving to an intersection, the neighboring outgoing edge, instead of the "straight ahead" one. In particular, a Seifert cycle is a cycle in any valid plane embedding of ω. Furthermore, the Seifert cycles divide the four edges concurrent into a vertex in pairs such that the two paths concurrent at a vertex do not intersect transversaly (they share a vertex but each path stays locally on the same side with respect to the other). Therefore, no pair of Seifert cycles intersect. This also applies to the intersection of a Seifert cycle with itself.
In the plane each non-self-intersecting closed curve defines an exterior and an interior faces. If two of these curves that do not traverse the other share a vertex, then the vertex is point of tangency between the curves. Since in the local cyclic orientation of the edges the pair of incoming and outgoing edges are consecutive, both directions of the cycles are concurrent at the tangency (shared) point. Then the inside/outside relation of the closed curves, together with the orientation of one of the cycle, determines the orientation of the other cycle (as well as the local embedding of the edges around the vertex given of a 2/2-premap). The relations are given in the chart. By iteratively picking a Seifert cycle contained in another Seifert cycle if the original one was not a face, any plane embedding of ω has a Seifert cycle that is a face. Consider a plane embedding of ω so that a Seifert cycle is the exterior face and it is oriented counterclockwise.
Let Ω be such embedding.
By Observation 2.9, Observation 2.8, Part 3 of Proposition 2.17, and the definition of the Seifert map of a paragraph (see the paragraph after Definition 2.12), Ω belongs to the 2/2-premap Mv(Sf(ω)).
By the second part of Claim 3.2, Ω induces a plane embeddings for all S v . Using Proposition 3.1 Part 2a, the planarity of Mv(Sf(ω), σ) does not depend on the orientation σ output by the algorithm. Hence, it suffices to show that the orientation σ on Sf(ω), given by the algorithm using the choice (in Step 4a) of the plane embeddings of S v induced by Ω, is such that Mv(Sf(ω), σ) is plane. This follows from Proposition 3.8 by observing that the relation being inside/outside together with the orientation of a cycle is transmitted to the neighboring cycles. The relation is tracked by the embeddings of the graphs S v (inside/outside vertices to v) and the distance of a Seifert cycle to the root in its 2-connected component and is reproduced in Step 5 of Alg(M ). The cyclic orientation of the edges in the vertices u of Ω may be deduced from the orientation and relative inclusion between the two Seifert cycles meeting at the vertex u (see the chart in Proposition 3.8), and are precisely the ones given by the orientation on the edges of Sf(ω) when the embeddings on the S v 's induced by Ω are considered (see Step 6 of Alg(M )).
Since the operations are invertible, any map in Mv(Sf(ω)) gives a valid embedding of ω (where the decomposition in closed circuits following the "straight ahead" edge walks gives the words of ω). If ω is not a Gauss paragraph, Mv(Sf(ω), σ) cannot be plane. • Each plane embedding of ω is given by a collection of plane embeddings of S v 1 , . . . , S v k where the vertex associated to the root of the graph is in the exterior face of the cycle v i .
On all the plane embeddings
The proof of the first point follows from the Part 2a in Proposition 3.1 after applying the first part of Theorem 3.9. The second part follows as any plane embedding of ω induces a plane embedding for each S v i , and these plane embeddings induce the original embedding using the orientation on the edges giving by the algorithm (see the proof of Theorem 3.9).
